
BiziVietnam is the Vietnamese Language and
Culture Association in Finland founded in
2020. We seek to build international friendship,
cooperation and Vietnamese community
promotion through language and cultural
programmes and activities. 
 
Our core value are humane orientation,
indulgence, integrity and respect for diversity.
These values are inspired by the UNESCO
vision of preserving languages "with their
complex implications for identity,
communication, social integration, education
and development, as strategic importance for
people and the planet" to attain quality
education, strengthen cooperation, preserve
cultural heritage, and build knowledge
societies and sustainable development.  

Vietnamese Language and
Culture Association in Finland

We desire to develop a strong
community of Vietnamese people

in Finland via language and
cultural activities and promote the

beautiful image of Vietnam to
Finnish and international friends
in Finland as well as the Fin-Viet

multilateral cooperation
relationship.

Contact Us

www.biz iv ietnam.com

biz iv ietnaminfo@gmai l .com

+358 401395199

Who We Are

Let's have fun together!

facebook.com/BiziVietnam

linkedin.com/company/BiziVietnam

@bizivietnam



We empower cultural
connections and create
meaningful impact of

Vietnamese community in the
Finnish society.

Promoting and sharing Vietnamese
language, culture, food and tourism in
Finland as well as Fin-Viet relations, thus
help boosting business cooperation
between Finland and Vietnam.

They are Vietnamese community, Finnish
and foreigners, and Finnish companies in
Finland who are interested in learning about
Vietnam and its language and culture
including business culture and practices.

Promoting Vietnam's
image in Finland,
thus promoting
friendship and

cooperation
relationship of two

countries.

Providing Finnish
companies with

knowledge about
Vietnam, language,

business and
culture

environment.

Creating more
valuable

contributions of the
Vietnamese

community to the
Finnish society.

Cuisine

Tourism

Our Mission

Creating activities for
Vietnamese people,
especially children
living in Finland to

learn about culture,
language and make

connections.

Our Impact

Our Audience

Programmes Culture

Language

Cuisine Classes
Food Fairs

 

Vietnam Day
Themed Meetups

Hobby Clubs

Finland Visits
Vietnam Visits

Vietnamese for
children,

foreigners,
companies

Integration without assimilation 

Empowering Cultural Connections


